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VOICE OF ONE
FROM THE FOUNDATION OF A NATION TO IT’S WEAKENING
So many things in life start off so

good and so solid.
A mass of Citizens get A Great Idea,
Travel across Thousands of Miles of
Ocean, and begin A New Nation.
They are so careful in setting up their
Constitution so that it protects basic
Human Freedoms of it’s Citizens.
Then they let the World move in to,
and Change the Foundation of their
Very Country.
Before long, foreigners are fighting
for their rights. They want to turn
that Country in it’s direction, to serve
it’s People, culture, laws and religions.

Otherwise, now they are free in our
Nation and we are second class Citizens with less freedom and rights.
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Now ‘special interest groups’ are
Controlling the Political Process.
The Voting of the Common Citizen
makes less difference, if any.
The Political Process becomes a
Sep
Separate Entity
Entity from “We The People.” So what the Taxpaying Citizens want for their Nation is rarely
considered.

Now they are cared for, while Our Nation’s Poor Citizens become the
What happens when a Government
poorer; not able, in many cases, to get is Turned Against it’s Own Citizens?
basic subsistence.
Duet 32:28-29 “For they are a
Top this off with the Corporate CEO’s
PILING UP The Company’s OPPERAT- Nation Void of Counsel, Nor is
ING FUNDS At The Top in Stock Piles there any Understanding in
they can’t even spend themselves.
them. Oh, that they were Wise,
They Steal huge bonuses, and then Sit
On Wages that should have been
Spent for Hiring Properly Paid Employees, instead of Laying Them Off, Devastating the Nations Working Class.

that they Understood this,

That they would consider Their
Latter End! Psalm 33:10 The
Lord brings the counsel of the
nations to nothing; He makes
Then the Corporate CEO’s further
That cannot be done without Underthe plans of the peoples of no
‘Stab the back’ of what’s left of the
mining the Nation’s Own Laws, ConStruggling American Employees; by
effect. Psalm 96:4-5 For the
stitution, Religion, Culture and Resending their Jobs overseas, where
Lord is great and greatly to be
sponsibilities to it’s Own Citizens.
CEO’s can Hire Cheap and sometimes
praised; He is to be Feared
So what ends up happening is that
Child Labor, so they can continue to
Above All gods
gods. For all the
The Foundation of A Nation’s Govern- ‘Line Their Pockets’ at the Cost of
ment beg
begins to be tamp
tampered with.
with. A
their Own Nation and it’s Working Citi- gods of the peoples are idols,
little chipping away here and a little
zens.
But the Lord made the heavens.
chipping away Of The Rights Of It’s
Now the ‘‘Giants
Giants Rise’
they have stock- (Worship Creator, Thee Lord
Rise’ they
Own Citizens, to Accommodate the
piles of money
money to buy
buy Smaller Corp
Corpo- GOD).
cultures and religions of invading foreigners.
So the Nation slowly becomes Confused. A ‘little Babylon.’ Now the
Rights of Natural born Citizens take
second place to the desire of their
government to accommodate those
coming into the Country.
While there are reasons to help foreigners who want to live here, we
should not change the very Constitution that grants that freedom, first to
it’s Citizens, then to those Coming
Into Our Freedom.

rations ‘Out’ till they Themselves Are
‘IT’. Then our Nation’s Government
‘Bails them out,’ because their CEO’s
became Way To Greedy, Invested Way
To Deeply.

Isaiah 14:12 “How you are
fallen from heaven, O Lucifer,
son of the morning! How you
are cut down to the ground,
Now the Nation depends on the Sup- You who weakened the nations!
port of it’s Corporate Giants,
Giants, who ‘Pay (Lucifer, Satan, the Devil,
The Way In’ For The Running Politiweakens nations that he councians.
sels). Is he weakening Our NaThey Buy Politicians and remind them
to ‘help them’ when they are Surpris- tion? Jeremiah 51:7 Babylon
ingly In Office. And the Voters can’t
was a golden cup in the
figure out how these were ‘elected.’

Lord’s hand
hand...

